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Equity trading has been increasingly moving to private and less regulated markets both in the

United States and elsewhere (see, e.g., Degryse, de Jong, and van Kervel (2015)). A portion

of this off-exchange trading occurs within mutual fund families. In fact, fund families are

allowed to offset opposite trades of affiliated funds in an internal market, a practice commonly

known as“cross-trading.” A growing number of papers explicitly or implicitly assume that the

price of these in-house transactions differs from that available in public markets. This price

difference is then used to opportunistically reallocate performance from low- to high-value

funds (Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006)), from outsourced to in-house funds (Chuprinin,

Massa, and Schumacher (2015)), from mutual funds to hedge funds (Del Guercio, Genc, and

Tran (2017)), and from large to small and successful financial products (Chaudhuri, Ivkovich,

and Trzcinka (2017)).

While it is a common assumption that some cross-trades are priced opportunistically,

there is no direct evidence in the literature on the pricing of these transactions. On the one

hand, Rule 17a-7 of the U.S. Investment Company Act requires cross-trades to be executed

at a fair price (usually the last sale price), thereby benefiting both parties of the trade by

reducing transaction costs and commissions. On the other, the opacity of this internal market

allows some discretion in setting a price that may favor one trading party and penalize the

other. As an illustrative example, in the midst of the 2008 financial crisis, Western Asset

Management (allegedly) transferred $6.2 million to favored funds by systematically pricing

cross-trades at the highest bid price available.1

This paper asks two related questions: Are cross-trades opportunistically priced on av-

erage? What determines the pricing of these transactions? The answer to these questions

is important in providing conclusive evidence on the contribution of cross-trading to per-

formance reallocation within groups. Furthermore, the analysis of the pricing of internal

transactions can shed additional light on the incentive structure of fund conglomerates and

help to explain documented regularities in fund performance.

1“SEC Fines Western $21 Million for Defrauding Clients” January 27, 2014 Bloomberg.
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The main limitation encountered by previous papers addressing cross-trading stems from

the fact that mutual funds only disclose their portfolio holdings at the end of each quarter,

while what happens during the quarter remains unseen. This makes it virtually impossible

to reliably identify cross-trades from regulatory disclosure filings. As a further empirical

challenge, no information on the pricing of these transactions is publicly available. Therefore,

most of the conclusions in the literature to date are necessarily drawn indirectly, by looking

at the performance of funds that are ex ante more likely to benefit from cross-trading activity.

In this paper, we overcome these limitations by using a database of 11 years of trade-

level equity transactions from a large number of U.S.-domiciled mutual funds. Data on these

trades were collected by ANcerno (also known as Abel Noser Solutions), one of the leading

trading cost consulting firms in the United States. Using ANcerno’s data, this paper is the

first to precisely identify and study cross-trades. Specifically, we identify cross-trades as

mirror transactions occurring i) within the same fund family, ii) in the same stock, iii) in the

same quantity, iv) at the same time of the same day, v) at the same price, but vi) traded

in opposite directions. Having detailed information on both cross-trades and open market

trades, we are able to explore whether (and under what conditions) cross-transactions are

opportunistically priced.

Our empirical strategy is as follows. First, we compute the percentage difference for

each trade (in absolute value) between the execution price and a corresponding benchmark

price.2 We refer to this difference as the execution spread. Intuitively, the execution spread

measures the difference between the execution price of a trade and the fundamental price

that would have been available in the absence of transaction costs. Second, we test whether

the execution spread is larger or smaller for cross-trades vis-à-vis similar trades executed on

the open market. Assuming that cross-trades are mostly used to limit transaction costs, we

should find a significantly lower execution spread for such trades, as the lower transaction

2The benchmark price that we use for most of our analysis is the last sale price at the time of execution,
which is the price indicated as appropriate for cross-trades by Rule 17a-7 of the U.S. Investment Company
Act.
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costs should allow a fund to trade near (or exactly at) the benchmark price. Conversely,

if cross-trades are used to shift performance among trading parties, for instance to inflate

the performance of the most valuable funds, we should find a higher execution spread than

that of similar open market trades. This is the case because mispriced cross-trades reallocate

performance in a zero-sum game in which there is a “winner” (the fund that is buying cheap

or selling expensive) and a “loser” (the fund that is buying expensive or selling cheap).

A challenge to our identification arises from the fact that the choice to cross-trade is not

random, but is presumably influenced by the cost of trading on the open market. In our

tests, we therefore regress the execution spread of each trade on a cross-trade dummy and

stock×family×time fixed effects. In this way, we compare the execution spread of cross-trades

with that of open market trades in the same stock, by the same fund family, and executed

at the same time (i.e., within the same stock-family-time group).

Furthermore, in our analysis, we explore the effects of an exogenous increase of internal

monitoring. In 2004, new rules enforcing more effective supervisory policies entered into force

after an investigation uncovered widespread malpractice in the mutual fund industry (known

as the “late trading scandal”). One of the main effects of the new regulation was that of

decreasing the opacity of internal fund family markets, as compliance officers were appointed

to monitor fund transactions. We use this regulatory change to assess the effectiveness of

internal monitoring in curbing opportunistic pricing of cross-trades.

Our analysis yields three main findings. First, in the presence of weak monitoring cross-

trades are on average priced with discretion. While cross-trades are permitted under the

assumption that they will be used to minimize transaction costs, we find that on average

these trades display a 0.31% higher execution spread than that of twin open market trades,

in absolute value. This implies that the execution price of these transactions deviates sys-

tematically more from the benchmark compared to similar transactions executed in public

exchanges. This result is reversed however when monitoring is enhanced after the late trad-

ing scandal, as the execution spread of cross-trades becomes 0.09% lower than that of open
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market trades. Overall, this suggests that cross-trades are mostly used to opportunistically

reallocate performance when monitoring is weak, and to decrease transaction costs when

strong monitoring policies are in place.

Second, cross-trade pricing is highly influenced by market states, as identified by the

CBOE volatility index (VIX), the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) recession

indicator, Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015)’s measure of macroeconomic uncertainty, and a

stock market downturn indicator. When internal monitoring is weak, the difference between

the execution spread of cross-trades and that of comparable open market trades is significantly

larger in bad times, suggesting that the opportunistic motive for cross-trading is greater. This

result can arise because, for instance, investors are willing to pay higher fees for funds that

outperform during downturns, when the marginal utility of extra returns is higher (Glode

(2011)). By contrast, when internal monitoring is strong, cross-trades are relatively cheaper

in downturns than comparable open market trades. This indicates that fairly priced cross-

trades allow funds to minimize transaction costs (e.g., illiquidity costs) by avoiding open

markets precisely when these costs are the highest (i.e., during downturns).

Finally, we explore the consequences of stronger internal monitoring on fund performance.

This allows us to assess which types of funds are more likely to benefit from opportunistic

cross-trading activity. We find that monitoring negatively affects the performance of high-fee

funds, past high performers, and young funds whereas it has positive implications for the

performance of funds with persistent net outflows. Taken together, these findings suggest

that, in the presence of weak monitoring, cross-trades are mostly used to reallocate perfor-

mance from persistently distressed funds to funds that are more valuable from a fund family’s

perspective.

Our findings contribute to a large literature on the incentives of mutual funds.3 Closely

related to our paper, Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006) find that fund families systemat-

3See, e.g., Massa (2003); Nanda, Wang, and Zheng (2004); Guedj and Papastaikoudi (2005); Carhart,
Kaniel, Musto, and Reed (2002); Bhattacharya, Lee, and Pool (2013); Chen, Hong, Jiang, and Kubik (2013);
and Goncalves-Pinto and Sotes-Paladino (2015).
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ically adopt policies favoring high-value funds. The authors provide evidence that this is

accomplished by strategically allocating underpriced IPOs and by crossing opposite trades

internally. In addition, a large number of papers provide evidence of performance realloca-

tion between sibling funds, often suggesting cross-trading as the most likely channel (see,

e.g., Guedj and Papastaikoudi (2005); Evans (2010); Goncalves-Pinto and Schmidt (2013);

Chuprinin, Massa, and Schumacher (2015); Casavecchia and Tiwari (2016); Del Guercio,

Genc, and Tran (2017)). Yet, related studies lack any information on the pricing of cross-

trades, their size, or their prevalence with respect to open market trades. By using a large

set of institutional trades, this paper is the first to precisely identify cross-trades and com-

pare their execution prices to those of similar open market trades, thereby providing direct

evidence of discretionary pricing. We are also the first to show that the presence or absence

of monitoring drastically alters how (and presumably why) cross-trades are used. Overall,

our evidence indicates that cross-trading is unlikely to be a major source of performance

reallocation post-2004.

As a second set of contributions, our paper adds to the literature on mutual fund per-

formance. Previous papers have shown that i) fund managers are able to beat benchmarks

only in bad times,4 ii) performance is persistent over the short run (e.g., Hendricks, Patel,

and Zeckhauser (1993)), and iii) changes in end-of-quarter snapshots of portfolio holdings

account for a relatively small fraction of fund performance (Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng

(2008); Puckett and Yan (2011); and Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2012)).

While we do not argue that cross-trading is the only driver behind these empirical facts,

our results do suggest that it plays a role in explaining them. In fact, we find that: i) the

discretion in pricing cross-trades is significantly higher in bad times, ii) cross-trades boost

the returns of funds that recently outperformed the market, and iii) a significant portion

of trade performance is explained by the choice of the trading venue (internal versus open

4Evidence that mutual funds deliver abnormal performance only or mostly during downturns can be found
in Sun, Wang, and Zheng (2009); Glode (2011); Kosowski (2011); and Kacperczyk, Van Nieuwerburgh, and
Veldkamp (2016).
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markets), which is unreported in the end-of-quarter filings. Overall, we argue that studies

that explore the determinants of risk-adjusted performance likely overstate the role of fund

managers’ skill in generating returns before 2004, especially during downturns.

Finally, our work provides insights on the current regulatory debate. A large (and grow-

ing) portion of equity trades is today executed in dark pools, internalizers, and other opaque

venues. The growth of off-exchange trading has spurred a debate on its implications for in-

vestors. For example, regulators have become increasingly concerned that firms cross client

orders internally “too often,” which has led them to consider the possibility of imposing re-

strictions.5 In this regard, we provide evidence that, when adequately monitored, cross-trades

are effective in dampening the costs of trading during market downturns, thereby benefitting

the final investors. By contrast, cross-trades in unmonitored venues may unfairly penalize

investors, even when careful pricing rules are in place.

1 Hypotheses

In this section, we formulate a set of hypotheses to guide our empirical analysis. Rule 17a-7

of the U.S. Investment Company Act stipulates that cross-trades should be priced at the

prevailing market price (usually the last sale price). However, internal markets are to some

degree opaque, thereby facilitating some discretion in setting the price of these transactions.

From a fund family’s perspective cross-trades can be used for two reasons. First, cross-

trading can be used as a tool to minimize transaction costs, thereby benefitting both funds

involved in the cross-trade. Namely, both the selling and the buying party can obtain a better

price crossing the trade internally than by going on the open market. If this is indeed the case,

we should expect cross-trade prices to exhibit a smaller absolute deviation from the last sale

price compared to open market trades. Second, cross-trading can be used to opportunistically

shift performance between sibling funds by setting a price that is different from that available

5See, e.g., “Esma Warns of Potential Loophole in New Share Trading Rules” February 15, 2017 Financial
Times.
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on the open market. Shifting performance via opportunistic pricing can be optimal due to

the incentive structure of a profit-maximizing fund family. Most mutual fund families charge

a percentage fee based on assets under management rather than on performance (Haslem

(2010)): less than 2% of mutual funds charge a performance fee (Elton, Gruber, and Blake

(2003)). This implies that families’ profits (dollar fees) are not necessarily maximized when

all funds within the family beat their benchmarks.6 As investors allocate money to funds

mostly based on past performance, fund families have an incentive to boost the performance

of funds that are particularly expensive or have a high flow-performance sensitivity (FPS),

even if this comes at the expense of other funds in the family.7

Opportunistic cross-trades can be coordinated in a number of ways. First, a family can

coordinate trading activity among affiliated funds, favoring those that are more valuable

(Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006)). This idea is akin to that in Stein (1997) regarding the

role of corporate headquarters in reallocating resources among competing divisions. Second,

coordination can take place between two fund managers in charge of different funds that could

enter into a tit-for-tat agreement whereby repeated interactions facilitate one fund accepting

a worse price than that available on the open market (Goncalves-Pinto and Schmidt (2013)).

Finally, it is common in the industry that the same fund manager is in charge of multiple

funds. This makes it straightforward to use cross-trading to inflate the performance of the

most valuable of those funds.

In summary, on the one hand, cross-trades can be priced such that transaction costs for

both parties are reduced. On the other, cross-trades can be priced to facilitate performance-

shifting from one fund to another. Our working hypothesis is that the latter incentive domi-

nates:

6Consistently, the compensation of fund managers is only weakly related to performance, while it is
significantly related to family-level variables (Ibert, Kaniel, Van Nieuwerburgh, and Vestman (2017)).

7Performance-shifting can be optimal even if the funds within the family are similar in terms of fees and
FPS, if the flow-performance relation is convex. If that is the case, an increase in performance of one fund
generates an increase in dollar flows that is greater than the reduction in dollar flows for a similar decrease
in performance experienced by another fund (i.e., the dollar gain of the winning fund more than compensate
for the dollar loss of the losing fund), thereby making it optimal to create a wedge in performance between
funds (Ippolito (1992); Chevalier and Ellison (1997); Sirri and Tufano (1998)).
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• Hypothesis I : Cross-trades are opportunistically priced on average.

Careful internal monitoring of execution prices, however, should reduce the scope for op-

portunistic pricing of cross-trades. Fund families face a trade-off between the benefits of

using cross-trades opportunistically and the potential reputational and legal costs arising if

discretion in the pricing is excessive. An increase in monitoring will increase the likelihood

of facing these costs, thereby decreasing the incentive to opportunistically price cross-trades.

Our second hypothesis follows naturally:

• Hypothesis II : Cross-trades are less (or not) opportunistically priced when internal mon-

itoring increases.

Importantly, the incentives of mutual fund families are probably not static. First, dur-

ing market downturns the incentive to cross-trade to reduce transaction costs increases, as

transaction costs on the open market rise. Second, during market downturns the incentive to

opportunistically price cross-trades also might increase. In fact, in bad times investors attach

higher value and are arguably willing to pay more for better performance, as the marginal

utility of consumption is higher (Glode (2011)). In addition, fund managers can more easily

distinguish themselves during bad times, as the dispersion in fund returns increases (Kacper-

czyk, Van Nieuwerburgh, and Veldkamp (2016)). Therefore, fund families could find it more

convenient to opportunistically price cross-trades during market downturns, as artificially

higher returns could be interpreted by outside investors as evidence of timing skill (Frazz-

ini and Lamont (2008); Kacperczyk, Van Nieuwerburgh, and Veldkamp (2014)). In short,

during downturns the incentives to use cross-trades both to shift performance and to reduce

transaction costs increase. Overall, we hypothesize that:

• Hypothesis III : Cross-trade pricing is influenced by market states.

Finally, the opportunistic pricing of cross-trades should be systematically related to fund

returns. In a fund family that maximizes dollar fees, funds with high flow-performance sensi-

tivity and expensive funds should benefit from opportunistic pricing of cross-trades, whereas

less important funds should be penalized (Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006)). However, inter-
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nal monitoring should dampen the incentive to reallocate performance strategically, thereby

decreasing the influence of cross-trading on fund returns. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

• Hypothesis IV : Monitoring decreases the effect of cross-trading on the returns of the

most and the least important funds.

2 Data and Identification of Cross-Trades

2.1 Trade-Level Data

We obtain trade-level data for the period from January 1, 1999, to December 31, 2010, from

ANcerno. ANcerno is a consulting firm that provides services for measuring the quality

of trade execution to institutional investors. Client institutions send batches of data on

equity trades. ANcerno claims that for the specific period covered by a batch all equity

trades are reported. We cannot test whether some clients strategically misreport cross-trades.

However, this would presumably bias our results against finding evidence for mispricing, as

opportunistic fund families would tend to disclose only/mostly cross-trades that are correctly

priced. Previous research has shown that ANcerno’s clients constitute approximately 8% of

the total CRSP daily dollar volume (Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2012)) and

that the data do not suffer from survivorship or backfill bias (see, e.g, Puckett and Yan

(2011)).8

The dataset contains several variables that are useful for our analysis. Namely, for each

execution ANcerno reports information on the CUSIP and ticker of the stock, the execution

time at minute precision, the execution date, the execution price, the side (i.e., buy or sell),

the number of shares traded, the commissions paid, whether the trade is part of a larger order,

and a number of trade-level benchmarks to evaluate the quality of the execution (including

the market price at the moment of the execution and the volume-weighted price of the day).

8An increasing number of papers rely on ANcerno data. Recent examples include Chemmanur, He, and
Hu (2009); Chemmanur, Hu, and Huang (2010); Brown, Wei, and Wermers (2013); and Franzoni, Massa,
and Sommavilla (2015).
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We match trades from ANcerno with stock characteristics from CRSP using the CUSIP and

the ticker variables.

We are able to link fund families to their trades using additional information provided

by ANcerno. For a limited period of time, from 2010 to the first quarter of 2011, ANcerno

provided its academic subscribers with a separate identification table including the names

of the management company (fund family) to whom the trading funds were affiliated. This

set of identification files is, however, subscription specific: the sample used in this study is

constructed using the fullest set of files, to which earlier and later ANcerno subscribers do

not have access.

ANcerno includes not only mutual fund families but also other institutional investors.

To restrict our sample to mutual fund families only, we match the management companies

included in ANcerno to those listed in Thomson Financial by name. As an illustrative exam-

ple, we match the trades from PIMCO in ANcerno to PIMCO information from Thomson

Financial.9 A detailed explanation of the construction of the database is included in Section

A of the Online Appendix.

Importantly, it is not possible with our data to match individual mutual funds with their

trades. ANcerno has never disclosed the identity of the specific fund within the fund family

that is submitting the trades. To provide an illustrative example, with our data we are able to

link a specific trade to PIMCO (the fund family) but not to the PIMCO Total Return Fund

(a specific fund within PIMCO). However, this has no direct implications for our trade-level

analysis, as we focus on a comparison of twin trades executed within the same fund family.

The final number of mutual fund families in our sample is 260. In particular, our matched

sample contains around 50% of the mutual fund families managing equity funds that report

information to Thomson Financial in the same period. However, our sample is tilted toward

large institutions because small families are less likely to rely on ANcerno’s services (see

9We cannot report the names of the fund families included in our sample, because of our non-disclosure
agreement with ANcerno. We base our examples on PIMCO because most of the mutual funds affiliated
with this fund family trade bonds instead of equity. Therefore, all examples involving PIMCO are only for
illustrative purposes and do not reflect actual information in our data.
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Puckett and Yan (2011) for a discussion of this issue). This may induce a bias, as ANcerno’s

clients are likely to pay lower transaction costs on average. We overcome this issue by

comparing trades within the same fund family. For instance, we compare cross-trades from

PIMCO to trades on the open market also from PIMCO. We cannot however generalize our

findings to smaller fund families for which we do not have information.

To make computation feasible we extract a random sample of 1% of ANcerno’s trades,

after cross-trades are identified on the entire sample (this approach is not uncommon in the

literature see, e.g., Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012)). This leaves us with 965,328 trades.

More information on the ANcerno database, the variables contained, and our data construc-

tion procedure is presented in Section A of the Online Appendix. All variables are defined

in Table 9.

2.2 Identifying Cross-Trades

Using the trade-level data, this paper is the first to precisely identify cross-trades. A cross-

trade is a transaction in which the buy side and the sell side are matched within the same

fund family, without going through a public exchange. We identify cross-trades as mirror

transactions occurring i) within the same fund family, ii) in the same stock, iii) in the same

quantity, iv) at the same time of the same day, v) at the same price, but vi) traded in

opposite directions. For instance, a buy trade of 1,000 Apple shares executed on January

2, 2010, 10:05 a.m., at $101.58 is classified as a cross-trade only if we have in our sample a

corresponding sell trade of 1,000 Apple shares coming from the same fund family executed

on January 2, 2010, 10:05 a.m., at $101.58. While it is possible that two mirror trades are

executed on the open market instead of being crossed internally, it is however unlikely. In

fact, in that case, funds will have to pay higher transaction costs and commissions.

To check the reliability of our matching procedure, we compare information on com-

mission costs and broker identity for the trades that we classify as open market trades and

those that we classify as cross-trades. Cross-trades should exhibit significantly lower (or zero)
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commissions, as the broker does not need to find a third party willing to enter the opposite

transaction and is not exposed to any inventory risk (although sometimes a commission may

be due for bookkeeping services). Panel A in Figure 1 reports the percentage of trades for

which no commissions are paid. We find that no commissions are paid for 90% of cross-trades

versus less than 20% for open market trades.

Furthermore, cross-trades do not necessarily need to go through a broker, as they can be

directly matched within the fund family. ANcerno reports a unique code to identify brokers.

This broker identifier variable is set to“0” if the trade did not go through a broker or ANcerno

has no available broker information. Panel B in Figure 1 indicates that almost 60% of the

trades we flag as cross-trades fall into this category. This number is slightly more than 10%

for open market trades. Overall, this suggests that our procedure to identify cross-trades is

highly reliable. In any case, replicating our analysis using only the cross-trades that report

a “0” broker code and no commissions yields similar results.

Most related papers attempt to measure cross-trades using quarterly or semiannual snap-

shots of stock holdings. Specifically, a common assumption is that cross-trades are equal to

the minimum of total buys and total sells of the same stock, by funds in the same fund family,

within a quarter or a semester (see, e.g., Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006); Goncalves-Pinto

and Schmidt (2013); and Chuprinin, Massa, and Schumacher (2015)). This methodology

leads them to consider all opposite trades as cross-trades even if occurring on different days

of the same quarter. Alternatively, a number of papers focus on the disclosure by fund fami-

lies of whether any cross-trades were made during the year (see, e.g., Casavecchia and Tiwari

(2016); Del Guercio, Genc, and Tran (2017)). Such disclosure, however, does not provide any

information on when funds cross-traded, how often, and at what prices.

Our identification procedure overcomes the main limitation of previous proxies used in

the literature. Through our approach, we ensure that opposite trades recorded in the same

quarter but occurring on different days/times and having different sizes and prices are not

considered as cross-trades. According to our calculations, estimating cross-trades from quar-
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terly changes in portfolio holdings leads to a roughly sixfold overestimation of the percentage

dollar volume of cross-trading activity (12% versus 2% in our sample). Our approach allows

us to provide the first accurate estimate of the actual extent of cross-trading.

2.3 Execution spread measure

In our analysis, we explore how cross-trades are priced with respect to similar trades exe-

cuted in open markets. Rule 17a-7 of the U.S. Investment Company Act establishes that

cross-transactions should occur at the “current market price” of the security. Specifically,

this current market price should be the last sale price or, alternatively, the average of the

highest current independent bid and lowest current independent offer if there are no reported

transactions during the day. As a more general rule, cross-trades should occur only if they

are beneficial to both parties and should never take place if a better price for one party is

available in a public exchange.

We consider a number of different benchmarks to evaluate the execution price of a trade.

As the main benchmark, we focus on the last sale price at the moment of execution, since this

is the closest to what Rule 17a-7 prescribes. Furthermore, ANcerno uses this benchmark to

conduct its core business of monitoring transaction costs. In Section 5.2, we present results

using as alternative benchmarks the volume-weighted average price of the day (VWAP), the

closing price of the day, and the average between the highest and the lowest price of the

day.10 Furthermore, in Section 5.3, we replicate our analysis considering only buy-side (sell-

side) trades. This rules out the possibility that the result is driven by unobserved differences

in transaction costs between buys and sells.

We define our main dependent variable, execution spread (ES), as the absolute value

of the difference between the execution price of a trade and its benchmark price scaled by

the benchmark price itself. Consideration of the absolute value of the deviation from the

10One limitation of the data is that the time stamp reporting the execution time during the day is not
always accurate, and is sometimes set at the end of the day when missing. One advantage of our alternative
benchmarks is that these are computed at the daily level, and therefore do not depend on the exact execution
time of the trade. This issue is further discussed in Section 5.2 and in the Online Appendix.
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benchmark is the correct approach in our setting, as we are interested in the deviation from

the benchmark price per se, regardless of whether positive or negative. A spread for a cross-

trade that is positive and significantly higher than that of similar trades executed in the

open market implies the presence of another cross-trade for which the spread is negative and

significantly lower. For instance, for each cross-trade with a positive spread of 0.05, there will

be another cross-trade with a spread of -0.05 (the other side of the trade). Consequently, if we

calculated the average of the signed spreads of these two cross-trades, we would mechanically

obtain a value of 0. This would erroneously suggest that the cross-trades are traded exactly

at the benchmark price. To overcome this problem, we define the execution spread as follows:

ES j,i,τ =
|Pj,i,τ−Mi,τ|

Mi,τ
, (1)

where Pj,i,τ is the execution price of trade j, in stock i, at execution time τ at minute precision.

Mi,τ is the benchmark price of stock i in the market at execution time τ (the price of the

last sale for most of our tests). We winsorize ES at the 1% level to account for misreporting

and outliers. Our results are similar in any case without this adjustment. We calculate the

execution spread for both open market trades and cross-trades in a similar way.

Intuitively, our measure captures the percentage distance of the execution price from the

benchmark market price. Cross-trades should exhibit a significantly lower distance from the

benchmark than similar open market trades, as they are intended to minimize transaction

costs for both parties. By contrast, a higher distance from the benchmark indicates that

performance is reallocated between the two cross-traders, because cross-trades are zero-sum

games in which the gain of one party corresponds to the loss of the other.11 In particular,

a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a cross-trade to be fairly priced is that the

11Our measure is conceptually different from traditional measures of implementation shortfall. The imple-
mentation shortfall (or “slippage”) measures the (signed) price deviation between the moment at which the
order was placed and the moment of execution. In our analysis, we are instead interested in the (absolute)
deviation from the last sale price. From a regulatory perspective the price at placement is irrelevant for
cross-trades: the only relevant benchmark price is that of the last transaction occurring before the moment of
execution. Therefore, a higher implementation shortfall does not translate necessarily into a high execution
spread.
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execution spread is lower than that of similar open market trades. Otherwise one of the

parties could have obtained a better deal in the open market.

3 Empirical design

3.1 Identification strategy

In this study, we are interested in estimating whether the spread between the execution price

of a trade and its benchmark price is statistically higher, equal, or lower for cross-trades

compared to similar open market trades. Therefore, the analysis is performed at the trade

level focusing on the execution spread, ESi, f ,t , of each trade by family f , in stock i, at time

t. We consider t at the monthly level to ensure the presence of several instances in which

we have for a cross-trade at least one twin open market trade in the same family-time-stock

group. We present results defining t at the daily level in Section 5.3. Formally, assume that

the execution spread of a trade may be decomposed into:

ESi, f ,t = β0 + β1×CTi, f ,t + ηi, f ,t , (2)

where CTi, f ,t is a variable that takes a value of 1 if the trade is crossed internally and 0 if it

is executed on the open market, and β1 measures the average difference in execution spreads

between cross-trades and open market trades. ηi, f ,t represents a time-varying unobservable

component of the execution spread that depends, for instance, on the type of stock traded,

the characteristics of the fund family, and the conditions of the market. Notably, ignoring the

unobservable component and estimating the main coefficient of interest with OLS regressions

will yield a biased coefficient βOLS
1 if Corr(CTi, f ,t ,ηi, f ,t) 6= 0. This creates an issue in our set-

ting, as the unobservable component, ηi, f ,t , can influence the decision to cross-trade. If the

choice to cross-trade is not random but influenced by market conditions or stock character-

istics, CTi, f ,t and ηi, f ,t will be correlated and the OLS estimate will be biased. To overcome
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this problem, we add time× stock× f amily fixed effects, βi, f ,t in our estimation of equation

(2):

ESi, f ,t = βi, f ,t + β
FE
1 ×CTi, f ,t + εi, f ,t . (3)

The fixed-effect approach allows us to test whether cross-trades exhibit systematically

different spreads from those of open market trades in the same stock, by the same fund family,

and executed at the same time. Since the comparison is, therefore, within stock-family-time

groups, all time-varying stock and fund family characteristics, as well as time-varying market

conditions are absorbed by the fixed effects. Importantly, in this way we estimate βFE
1 out

of twin trades executed in different venues (open versus internal market), as all cross-trades

without at least one twin open market trade in the same stock-family-time group are collinear

to the time×stock× f amily fixed effects. In other words, βFE
1 is identified out of fund families

that trade the same stock at the same time both internally as a cross-trade and externally

on the open market. As ESi, f ,t is always positive by construction, we should find βFE
1 > 0 if

the execution spread of cross-trades is, on average, greater than that of open market trades.

By contrast, we should find βFE
1 < 0 if the execution spread of cross-trades is, on average,

smaller than that of open market trades.12

3.2 Regulatory change to compliance policies

In our analysis, we are particularly interested in the role of monitoring on the pricing of

cross-trades. To this end, we exploit the regulatory change in the aftermath of the “late

trading scandal” as an exogenous source of variation in the internal monitoring of cross-

trades. On September 3, 2003 the New York State Attorney General announced the issuance

of a complaint claiming that several mutual fund firms had arrangements allowing trades that

violated the terms of their funds’ prospectuses, their fiduciary duties, and general securities

12We address the possibility that the cross-trade and the twin open market trade are part of the same
order in Section 5.3.
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laws. Subsequent investigations showed that at least 20 mutual fund management companies,

including some of the industry’s largest firms, had struck deals permitting improper trading

(see, e.g., Zitzewitz (2006); McCabe (2009); Anton and Polk (2014)). Importantly, most of

the violations involved late-trading practices, while none of the funds under scrutiny were

charged with improper cross-trading.

In October 2004, a new set of rules was introduced requiring fund families to implement

more stringent compliance policies. Among these, rule 38a-1 under the Investment Company

Act and rule 206(4)-7 under the Investment Advisers Act required investment companies

to adopt and implement policies and procedures “reasonably designed to prevent violations

of federal securities laws.” In addition, the rules stipulate that investment companies must

designate a chief compliance officer who is responsible for administering such policies and

procedures and who reports directly to the board of directors (to increase the officer’s inde-

pendence).13

In our analysis on the effect of monitoring on cross-trade pricing, we face an identification

challenge. Namely, in the years around 2004 many relevant but unrelated aspects of the

trading environment changed as well. For example, stock markets became increasingly more

liquid and many new investors entered the market (see, e.g., Pástor, Stambaugh, and Taylor

(2015)). This poses a threat to our identification, as transaction costs progressively decreased

around 2004, thereby mechanically driving down the execution spread of all trades. To

circumvent this issue, we run a difference-in-difference analysis in which we compare the

effect of the new regulation on the pricing of cross-trades (treatment group) with that of open

market trades (control group). The change in regulation should limit the scope for discretion

in the pricing of cross-trades, while having a much more limited effect on the execution price

of open market trades. However, this approach would assume that open market trades are

the same as cross-trades along all other dimensions. To make certain that this is indeed the

case, in our tests we again compare the effect on cross-trades with that on open market trades

13According to our talks with employees at one of the largest fund families, the task of monitoring the
execution price of cross-trades is generally among the main responsibilities of compliance officers.
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in the same stock, family, and time by including fixed effects. In other words, our approach

allows us to estimate the causal effect of monitoring on the difference between the execution

spread of cross-trades and open market trades in the same stock-family-time group.

4 Empirical results

4.1 The cross section of (cross-)trade pricing

This section compares the pricing of cross-trades with that of trades executed on public

exchanges. As a preliminary analysis, we report average characteristics for the two different

types of trades in Table 1. Column (1) reports the average trade and stock characteristics for

the sample of cross-trades, Column (2) for the sample of open market trades, and Column

(3) for the difference between the two.

Cross-trades and open market trades differ along many dimensions. Notably, we find

that cross-trades exhibit a significantly higher execution spread than open market trades

(0.85% versus 0.65%). This is in line with Hypothesis I, as it is suggestive of opportunistic

pricing behavior. However, the higher execution spread of cross-trades could also arise from

differences between the stocks traded in the open market and those exchanged internally.

Statistics reported in Table 1 indicate that cross-traded stocks tend to be more liquid

and have a larger market capitalization, which is not surprising considering that these stocks

account for the greatest overlap in the portfolios of sibling funds. The wide presence across

fund portfolios increases the scope for cross-trading. Also, cross-traded stocks exhibit more

volatility. This is mostly driven by the fact that stocks are more likely to be cross traded

during periods in which they experience high volatility, as the cost of trading on the open

market becomes higher.

We also find that cross-trades are significantly cheaper in terms of commissions paid to

the broker (as for most cross-trades no commissions are paid) and larger, both in terms of

number of traded shares and dollar trade size. In our sample, cross-trades are less than 1%
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of all trades but account for more than 2% of the entire trading volume in dollars. The

latter result is of interest in itself. A growing literature posits that sophisticated investors

profit from trading around large orders of mutual funds (see, e.g., Shive and Yun (2013)

and van Kervel and Menkveld (2016)). Our results suggest that the costs of such “predatory

trading”might be mitigated by the fact that mutual funds tend to trade their largest positions

off-market.

To formally test whether the pricing of cross-trades is different from that of open mar-

ket trades, we estimate the difference in terms of execution spreads, ES, in a multivariate

framework. Column (1) of Table 2 indicates that cross-trades present a 19 basis points higher

execution spread than open market trades when stock, family, and time fixed effects are in-

cluded (this estimate is statistically significant at the 1% level). The fixed effects are included

to account for aggregate fluctuations in execution spreads and for time-invariant differences

across stocks and families. Column (2) shows that our estimate does not change when we

also include time-varying controls. This specification also controls for the size of the trade

measured using the number of shares.14 Overall, the coefficients of interest are very similar

to the difference in means obtained from the univariate comparison, thereby suggesting that

differences in stock characteristics and in size of the trade do not explain why cross-trades

and open market trades are priced differently.

Column (3) presents the results using our preferred specification, which includes triple

interaction fixed effects (time× stock× f amily). All time-varying stock and family charac-

teristics are absorbed by the fixed effects. The rationale for this specification lies in the

fact that fund managers may systematically choose to cross-trade when expected transaction

costs on the open markets are higher. Furthermore, the higher execution spread may arise

from unobservable differences between cross-trades and open market trades. By using this

specification, we estimate the coefficient of interest from cross-trades for which we have at

14We consider the trade size in number of shares rather than in dollars, as including the dollar size would
induce a mechanical correlation with ES (as both variables contain the price of the trade). Results obtained
considering dollar size are similar and are thus unreported.
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least one twin open market trade (i.e., a trade executed in the same stock, by the same fund

family, and in the same month). The estimated causal effect of cross-trading on the execution

spread is 31 basis points, and is significant at the 1% level. This result confirms Hypothesis

I, as it indicates that, on average, fund families opportunistically price cross-trades. While

in all likelihood cross-trades occur both to reduce transaction costs and to shift performance,

the latter incentive dominates on average.

The 12 basis point higher coefficient with respect to the estimates reported in Columns

(1) and (2) arises from differences between the stocks that are cross traded and those that

are traded in open markets. Cross-traded stocks tend to be more liquid and have greater

market capitalization, thereby presenting lower average execution spreads when traded in

open markets. When comparing cross-trades to open market trades in different stocks, as we

do in specifications (1) and (2), we bias our coefficient of interest downward as we compare

cross-trades to open market trades in stocks that are significantly less liquid and have lower

capitalization (and therefore higher execution spreads). In Column (3), however, we compare

cross-trades to twin trades only, thereby discarding all open market trades in smaller and

illiquid stocks for which the execution spread is higher. This increases our estimate to 31

basis points.

The difference in execution prices between cross-trades and open market trades is eco-

nomically significant. The 31 basis point higher execution spread of cross-trades corresponds

to half the average execution spread of trades in ANcerno (which is 0.65%) and is roughly

equal to the average bid-ask spread for the stocks in our sample obtained from CRSP (0.29%).

Furthermore, the higher spread also amounts to three times the average commission per dol-

lar paid on open market trades (0.11%).15 Overall, our results indicate that the choice of

trading venue (open versus internal market) has significant economic implications for the

return of a trade.

15Open market trades have higher commission costs compared to cross-trades. However, even when we
take into account commissions, the difference in execution spreads is still 23 basis points. These results are
presented in Section B of the Online Appendix.
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4.2 Does monitoring influence the pricing of cross-trades?

In this section, we explore the effect of monitoring on the pricing of cross-trades. In the

aftermath of the late trading scandal, new rules were adopted by the U.S. Security and

Exchange Commission (SEC) requiring fund families to implement more stringent monitoring

policies (details are in Section 3.2). Our goal in this section is twofold. First, we seek to assess

the validity of Hypothesis II which states that cross-trades should be less opportunistically

priced when internal monitoring is increased. Second, we exploit the introduction of new

regulations to reinforce our causality claim.

Figure 2 compares the average execution spread of cross-trades (solid line) and open

market trades (dotted line) over the four years around the regulatory change. The two lines

display a parallel trend before the news rules were implemented. However, the execution

spread of cross-trades decreases significantly after internal monitoring increases, while the

execution spread of open market trades remains largely unaltered. In particular, the execution

spread of cross-trades is higher than that of open market trades before the introduction of

the new set of rules (see vertical line) and lower afterward. Furthermore, the introduction

of the new monitoring rules also had implications for the incentive to cross-trade. In fact,

the percentage of cross-trading over total trading fell from 3.5% before the regulation to

0.6% post regulation, thereby suggesting that one of the main incentives for crossing trades

internally disappeared when internal monitoring policies were adopted.

Table 3 reports the estimated effect of monitoring on the execution spread of cross-trades

in a multivariate framework. The specifications we use in Columns (1) to (3) are identical to

those used in Table 2, with the exception of the additional right-hand side interaction term:

CT × Post Regulation, which captures the marginal effect of the new compliance policies on

the execution spread of cross-trades. The dummy variable Post Regulation is not included

by itself, as it is absorbed by the time dummies.

Consistent with Hypothesis II, we find that tighter compliance regulation has a large

effect on the pricing of cross-trades regardless of the specification. The coefficients reported
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in Column (3) indicate that the execution spread of cross-trades drops by 62 basis points

after the introduction of regulation, falling below that of open market trades (the result is

significant at the 1% level). This indicates that the average difference between the execu-

tion spread of cross-trades and that of twin open market trades is -9 basis points (53-62,

see Column 3) when monitoring is present, thereby making cross-trades relatively cheaper

than comparable open market trades. A lower execution spread than that of open market

trades indicates that cross-trades are on average beneficial for both parties, as the negative

number reflects a reduction of transaction costs. Importantly, there can still be performance

reallocation between traders as long as the execution spread is not exactly equal to zero.

However, the fact that the execution price of cross-trades is closer to the benchmark than

the execution price of twin trades indicates that after the regulatory change both traders are

on average better off than when trading on the open market.

This result indicates the presence of two types of cross-trades: “bad” and “good.” Bad

cross-trading inflates the performance of one fund at the expense of the other via discretionary

pricing and is more frequent when internal monitoring is lacking. Good cross-trading, by

contrast, reduces transaction costs, thereby making cross-trades more beneficial than similar

open market trades for both trading parties. Good cross-trades are more frequent when

effective internal monitoring is in place.

This finding also further reinforces our causality claim. As discussed in Section 3.1, a

threat to our identification stems from the possibility that the correlation between execution

spread and cross-trades arises endogenously. For instance, because a high expected execution

spread leads the fund manager to cross the trade internally (i.e., there is an issue of reverse

causality) or because an unaccounted factor drives both the execution spread and the decision

to cross-trade (i.e., there is an omitted variable bias). The fact that an exogenous increase of

regulatory scrutiny affects cross-trade pricing—while leaving open market trades unaffected—

rules out alternative explanations. For example, if high expected execution spreads are the

only reason why trades are crossed and there is no opportunistic performance reallocation,
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the new regulatory environment should not matter for cross-trade pricing. Similarly, if the

change in regulation proxies for the increase in market liquidity, the effect on cross-trades

and open market trades should be similar (or if anything we should expect a stronger effect

on open market trades). We believe that the triple fixed effect approach adopted in the

previous section already addresses these endogeneity concerns. Nonetheless, results in this

section offer additional evidence in support of a causal effect.

4.3 Do market states influence the pricing of cross-trades?

This section tests whether market states affect the pricing of cross-trades (Hypothesis III).

This can be the case if the two main incentives to cross-trade—performance-shifting and the

reduction of transaction costs—are influenced by market states. First, we expect that the

incentive to opportunistically price cross-trades will be stronger in downturns, as investors

arguably will be willing to pay higher fees for funds that deliver higher performance when

their marginal utility is higher (Glode (2011)). Second, in bad times the incentive to reduce

transaction costs via cross-trading increases, as the costs of trading on open markets become

higher. The first incentive would result in an increase in the execution spread of cross-trades

compared to that of open market trades during market downturns, whereas the second would

lead to a decrease. The overall effect would thus depend on the relative prevalence of one

incentive over the other, which we hypothesize may, in turn, depend on monitoring intensity.

To conduct our analysis, we focus on four measures of market stress. Specifically, we

consider a stock market downturn indicator (which takes a value of 1 if the cumulative

market performance in a three-month window is below -5%), the CBOE volatility index

(VIX), the NBER recession indicator, and a measure of macroeconomic uncertainty from

Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015).16 In all specifications we include time× stock× f amily

fixed effects. Table 4 presents the results. Columns (1) to (4) illustrate the influence of

market conditions for the period before the regulatory change, and Columns (5) to (8) after

16We find similar results when considering financial uncertainty (see Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015)).
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the regulatory change. We show the results separately for these two time intervals, as we

argue that the regulatory change determines which incentive to cross-trade dominates (see

Section 4.2). The effect of market states on the pricing of cross-trades is therefore likely to

depend on compliance policies.

We find that before the increase in regulatory scrutiny cross-trades were priced more

opportunistically in bad market conditions (Columns 1 to 4). The difference between the

execution spread of cross-trades and that of twin open market trades is significantly higher

in bad times. Specifically, it is 18 basis points higher in market downturns, 2 basis points

higher for each additional point of the VIX, 16 basis points higher during recessions, and

17 basis points higher when uncertainty is one standard deviation above average. These

results indicate that mutual funds face more incentives to shift performance in bad times.

One rationale for this can be that it is more valuable to inflate the performance of flagship

funds exactly when the marginal utility of additional performance is higher (as abnormal

performance can be mistaken by external investors as evidence of skill; see Frazzini and

Lamont (2008)).

The result reverses however after the increase in monitoring intensity (see Columns 5 to

8): the difference between the execution spread of cross-trades and that of twin open market

trades becomes smaller in bad times. This is driven by the fact that the execution spread of

the control group (open market trades) increases during market downturns, whereas that of

fairly priced cross-trades is likely to remain unaffected (as cross-trade prices are not exposed

to fluctuations in transaction costs on the open market). In bad market states cross-trading

therefore becomes relatively more advantageous, as the cost of trading on the open market

becomes higher.

4.4 Implications for fund performance and discussion of results

In the previous sections, we have provided evidence indicating that cross-trades were priced

with a high degree of discretion before the increase of regulatory scrutiny in 2004. This
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supports the prediction that the main motive for cross-trading, in the absence of supervision,

is to shift performance from some funds to others. This claim assumes some heterogeneity in

the importance of funds from a fund family perspective and raises the question of whether

some categories of funds benefited from or were penalized by the increase in monitoring.

In this section, we test the effect of monitoring on fund returns. Ideally, we would prefer

to regress fund returns from CRSP on their cross-trading activity estimated in ANcerno.

However, we are not able to link specific funds to their cross-trading activity. We circumvent

this limitation by estimating the effect of the regulatory change on the performance of different

categories of funds.

Specifically, our empirical strategy uses the regulatory change as an exogenous treatment

to assess the effect of monitoring on the returns of funds affiliated with families that engage

in cross-trades. Formally,

Fund Returni,t = β0 + β1(Treatment f ,t×Xi,t)+ β2Treatment f ,t + β3Xi,t + β f + βt + εi,t , (4)

where Fund Returni,t is the excess return (or alpha) of fund i, affiliated with family f , in

month t. Treatment f ,t is a dummy variable taking a value of 1 after the regulatory change for

treated funds. Treated funds are those affiliated with fund families that were cross-trading

before the regulatory change went into effect. The rationale for our empirical strategy is

that these funds’ returns were presumably affected by opportunistic cross-trading before the

increase of monitoring intensity. However, this is no longer the case on average since the

introduction of the new rules. In other words, regulatory tightening should reduce the per-

formance of funds that previously benefited from cross-trading, and increase the performance

of funds that previously were penalized by cross-trading. Xi,t is a vector of fund characteristics

(Young, Past Out per f ormer, High Fees, Persistent Distress).

One problem with our approach stems from the fact that the treatment and control

groups are not necessarily comparable. The control group comprises funds affiliated with

families that did not cross-trade before 2004, which mostly consist of funds affiliated with
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smaller fund families or stand-alone funds. By contrast, the treatment group consists mostly

of funds affiliated with larger families, which are more likely to outperform (Chen, Hong,

Huan, and Kubik (2004)). In addition, fund families that were and were not cross-trading

before 2004 may also differ along some other unobservable dimensions. In our specification,

we therefore include family fixed effects to account for unobserved heterogeneity in fund

family characteristics (by absorbing the average return at the fund family level) and time

fixed effects to control for aggregate fluctuations in fund performance. As our treatment

variable is defined at the family level, we cluster standard errors by fund family.

The main regression coefficient, β1, captures the marginal effect of the regulatory change

on the performance of funds that were cross-trading before 2004 relative to funds that were

not cross-trading. In other words, we test how the difference between returns of funds that

are affiliated and are not affiliated to a cross-trading family is affected by the regulatory

change. We should find β1 < 0 for funds that were net recipients of performance before the

regulatory change and are, therefore, penalized by greater regulation. Conversely, we should

find β1 > 0 for funds that were net providers of performance before the regulatory change

and, as such, would benefit from less discretion in pricing cross-trades.

Results reported in Table 5 indicate that the regulatory change has a significant effect

on the performance of several categories of funds. Focusing on Column (4), we find that the

monthly risk-adjusted return of young funds decreases by 38 basis points (significant at the

5% level), of high-fee funds by 3 basis points (statistically insignificant), and of outperforming

funds by 11 basis points (significant at the 5% level). By contrast, funds that have experienced

net outflows in the past year improve their risk-adjusted performance by 7 basis points.

Columns (1) to (3) show mostly similar results using excess returns and alternative measures

of risk-adjusted performance (an exception is the estimate for Treatment×High Fees which

becomes significant and negative in specification 2). Importantly, the variable Treatment is

not significant per se, as the average effect of cross-trading is non-different from zero at the

family level. This is the case because discretionary pricing of cross-trades does not create
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value on average, but simply redistributes it. Taken together, our results suggest that cross-

trades were used to reallocate performance (mostly) from funds with persistent net outflows

to valuable funds (young, expensive, and successful).

This result is consistent with Hypothesis IV of our theoretical framework in Section 1.

In that section, we outlined the rationale for fund families to favor high-value funds at the

expense of funds of lesser value. In sum, high performance of star funds attracts flows and

has positive spillovers for the rest of the family. By contrast, penalizing even further the

performance of funds already experiencing persistent outflows has few negative externalities

for the rest of the fund family (Nanda, Wang, and Zheng (2004)).17

Overall, our results are consistent with previous findings in the literature indicating that

fund families boost the performance of young funds (Evans (2010)) and opposite trades favor

high-fee funds and past out-performers (Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2006)). Adding to these

papers, we show that the implementation of compliance policies reduces the effect of cross-

trading on the performance of high-value funds, and improves the performance of funds of

lower value.18

Our findings also have implications for the literature on skill and performance. The fact

that cross-trades were used to inflate the performance of past winning funds may help to

explain the evidence of persistence in fund performance (see, e.g., Grinblatt and Titman

(1992); Hendricks, Patel, and Zeckhauser (1993)). Furthermore, the finding that the pricing

of cross-trades deviates more significantly from benchmark prices during downturns may

help to explain why mutual funds beat their benchmarks mostly in bad times (Sun, Wang,

and Zheng (2009); Glode (2011); Kosowski (2011); and Kacperczyk, Van Nieuwerburgh, and

17The findings in this section do, however, come with a caveat. Potentially, other opportunistic activities
were also inhibited by the increase in internal monitoring. For instance, late trading prior to 2004 may help
to explain why some funds were heavily penalized before 2004. Yet, it cannot explain why some other funds
benefited, as late trading does not shift performance between sibling funds but rather between funds and
their clients. To further rule out this alternative explanation, we confirm that our results remain similar
when we exclude the fund families involved in the late trading scandal.

18Bhattacharya, Lee, and Pool (2013) explore whether affiliated funds of funds (FoFs) help other funds in
the same family, and find that they do not provide liquidity to funds in persistent distress, which is consistent
with our result.
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Veldkamp (2016)). Finally, the effect of cross-trading on returns provides one reason for why

changes in quarterly portfolio snapshots accounts for only a limited fraction of mutual fund

performance (Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng (2008); Puckett and Yan (2011); and Anand,

Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2012)).

5 Further results and robustness tests

5.1 Backdating of cross-trades

In this section, we test whether the price of cross-trades is arbitrarily decided after the

market closes. As one of the main purposes of cross-trading seems to be that of reallocating

performance between counterparties, a possible strategy from a fund family perspective would

be to arbitrarily set cross-trades ex post to the price of the day that would have shifted the

greatest magnitude of performance (which is the highest or lowest price of the day). We refer

to this strategy as “backdating.” In order to test whether fund families backdate cross-trades,

we construct a variable that assumes a value of 1 if the execution price of a trade is exactly

equal to either the highest or the lowest of the day for a particular stock, and takes a value of

0 otherwise. Whether the price was actually the highest or the lowest is not relevant for our

purpose, since the party that is expected to gain from the transaction can benefit in either

case by selling at the highest or buying at the lowest.

We regress an indicator variable that is equal to 1 if the execution price is equal to the

highest or lowest price of the day on CT . If cross-trades and open market trades have the

same probability of being executed exactly at the highest or lowest price of the day, we should

obtain a non-significant coefficient.

Our results in Table 6 show that cross-trades are significantly more likely to be executed

at extreme prices. Focusing on our preferred specification in Column (3), the estimated

coefficient indicates that cross-trades are 1.2 percentage points more likely to be executed
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exactly at the highest or lowest price of the day.19 This represents an 86% higher probability

relative to the unconditional probability of 1.4% for the trades in our sample. Overall, our

results suggest that the pricing of cross-trades is sometimes decided ex post.

5.2 Alternative benchmarks

The results presented in the paper use the last sale price of the stock in the market at

the moment of execution as the main benchmark, since Rule 17a-7 of the U.S. Investment

Company Act stipulates that this should be the price of the cross-trade. In this section, we

show that our results are analogous when using alternative benchmarks. As a first alternative,

we replicate our baseline trade-level analysis using the volume-weighted average price of the

day (VWAP) instead of the price at the moment of execution. This is one of the most widely

used benchmarks for calculating trading costs and it is made available by ANcerno for all

stocks in our sample. We therefore define the alternative execution spread as:

ES1
j,i,τ =

|Pj,i,τ−VWAPi,d|
VWAPi,d

, (5)

where Pj,i,τ is the execution price of trade j, in stock i, at execution time τ of day d, and

VWAPi,d is the volume-weighted average price of stock i in day d when trade j is executed.

Results for the regression of this alternative measure of Execution Spread on CT are reported

in Panel A of Table 7. The results remain qualitatively similar. The negative sign of the

coefficient of Trade Size in this specification derives from the fact that larger trades are

mechanically closer to the benchmark price, as they have a greater weight in its computation.

Results obtained replicating the other tests in the paper using VWAPi,d as a benchmark are

also qualitatively similar and are unreported.

One reason for not focusing on VWAP as the main benchmark in our analysis is that the

19It is however certainly possible that traders choose to cross-trade when prices in the market are extreme.
In other words, reverse causation can be an issue. Therefore, we use the 2004 regulatory change as an
exogenous shock to the incentive to cross-trade, similar to our specification in Section 4.2. We find that
the probability of a cross-trade being executed exactly at the highest or lowest price of the day decreases
significantly with monitoring, consistent with a causal interpretation of our findings. This result is unreported.
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measure presents a few shortcomings (see Hasbrouck (2007), page 148). For instance, the

fact that larger trades have a higher weight in calculating the volume-weighted average price,

thus leading to mechanically lower spreads for these large trades, may in principle bias our

estimates. Furthermore, only open market trades (and not cross-trades) are used to calculate

the VWAP, which will bias downwards the execution spread for open market trades. By

contrast, an advantage of using this daily benchmark is that we do not need to rely on the

time stamps of the execution to calculate the execution spread (which can be inaccurate in

a number of cases).

Alternatively, we use the same day closing price to calculate the execution spread (see

Hasbrouck (2007), page 148). Results are reported in Column (2) of Table 7 and remain

similar. As a fourth benchmark, we use the average of the highest and the lowest price

traded during the day. The results are robust to using this alternative benchmark and are

reported in Column (3) of Table 7. Similar to the VWAP, for both of these benchmarks we

do not need to rely on the time stamps of the execution to calculate the execution spread.

5.3 Further robustness tests

Orders. Another potential concern arises from the fact that our analysis is conducted at

the trade level. While some orders are executed in a single trade, many trades are part of

larger orders that are executed at different times throughout the day and, sometimes, even

over different days (see Anand, Irvine, Puckett, and Venkataraman (2013) for a discussion of

the issue). To consider a trade that is part of a larger order as a standalone execution may

underestimate the total transaction costs paid to execute the entire position (as, for instance,

the execution of the first portion of the order may bid up the execution cost of the second).

Furthermore, the cross-trade and the twin open market trade can affect each other if they

are part of the same order. We make certain that this aspect does not bias our results by

replicating our analysis only on orders that are executed in a single trade (either internally

or on the open market) for which, as a consequence, the execution spread of the order and
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that of the trade coincide. Results remain similar and are shown in Column (1) of Table 8.

Trade Size. In our trade-level analysis, we control for the log of the size of the trade (in

number of shares) in all specifications, as larger trades are likely to have greater execution

spreads. However, the relation between execution spread and trade size may be better de-

scribed by a different functional form. To mitigate the concern that our results are driven by

heterogeneity in the size of the trades, we also include the log of the trade size squared, the

trade size, and the trade size squared. Our results are robust to including these additional

controls (see Column 2 of Table 8).

Asymmetries. We test for the presence of asymmetries in our results. For instance, it is

possible that a higher execution spread could arise from comparing mostly sell -side cross-

trades to (twin) buy-side open market trades. Because most cross-trades are executed during

market downturns (in which selling is generally more expensive) this could, in principle, bias

our findings. To rule out this possibility, we replicate the main analysis including respectively

only buy-side trades (see Column 3) and only sell-side trades (see Column 4). The results are

economically and statistically significant in each subsample, thereby providing reassurance

that our findings are not driven by asymmetries. Additionally, in Columns (5) and (6) of Table

8 we reproduce the main analysis by including, respectively, only liquidity-providing trades

(i.e., trades that display a negative implementation shortfall as defined in Anand, Irvine,

Puckett, and Venkataraman (2012): the definition is reported on Table 9) and liquidity-

consuming or liquidity-neutral trades (positive or zero implementation shortfall). Again the

main result holds in both subsamples.

Day fixed effects. Another potential concern is that the month fixed effects do not fully

account for changes in the trading environment, and thus higher frequency fixed effects

are needed. Column (7) of Table 8 includes therefore day× stock× f amily FEs instead of

month×stock× f amily FEs. In this case, we are identifying the effect of CT from cross-trades

and twin open market trades executed by the same fund family, in the same stock, and in

the same day. The result remains qualitatively similar. We also present results aggregating
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observations at the daily level in Table AIII in the Online Appendix.

Client fixed effects. Finally, we want to make sure that the results are not driven by the

execution spreads of the ANcerno clients that are more likely to cross-trade. As discussed

in Section 2.2, we cannot identify the specific funds within the family. However, ANcerno

does provide client codes linked to the anonymous client that sends the trades. According

to our ANcerno contact these codes may identify a specific fund, a group of funds, or a fund

manager. However, we are not able to distinguish among these cases. In Column (8) of Table

8, we therefore additionally include client fixed effects to estimate the effect of cross-trading

within client. Furthermore, to account for the possibility that a fund may be outsourced to

a different fund family and that this other family pays a higher execution spread, we also

include Manager Code fixed effects, based on the Clientmgrcode variable from ANcerno, as

an additional set of dummies in our specification (this result is unreported). In all cases, the

main result remains similar.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we are the first to use mutual fund trade-level data provided by ANcerno to

precisely identify cross-trades. Having precise information on cross-trades, we are able to

explore how these transactions are priced and for what purpose they are used. Our analysis

finds that there are two types of cross-trades: “bad” and “good.” “Bad cross-trades” are

priced with some discretion, especially in market downturns. Their main function is that of

boosting the performance of top funds (at the expense of persistently distressed funds) when

their performance is more valuable from a fund family’s perspective. “Good cross-trades” are,

by contrast, cheaper than similar open market trades, in particular during market downturns.

Their main function is that of reducing transaction costs for both trading counterparties. We

find that monitoring intensity is the pivotal element in determining which type of cross-trade

is prevalent. In particular, we find that an exogenous increase of internal monitoring arising
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from the introduction of a new set of supervisory rules was highly effective in decreasing

opportunistic cross-trading. Overall, we argue that the incentive of fund families to rely on

opaque trading practices changes with market conditions and internal monitoring.

We believe our results have important implications for both policy and research. First, an

increasing number of equity trades are executed in unmonitored trading venues, such as dark

pools and internalizers. While there is broad heterogeneity in the features and rules of private

markets, they all share some degree of opacity. Our evidence suggests that this opacity may

create an agency problem when the incentives of the owner of the market are not aligned

with those of all market participants. We argue that careful pricing rules are insufficient

to resolve this problem if adequate monitoring policies are not in place. Second, our results

indicate that, when adequately supervised, cross-trades effectively decrease transaction costs,

especially during times of market stress. This result speaks to the importance of crossing

trades in alternative trading venues for reducing the costs of market crashes, liquidity dry-

ups, and fire-sales. Finally, we contribute to the large literature that studies the determinants

of mutual fund performance. Our results identify the presence of a structural break in

the role played by cross-trading. Studies that overlook the contribution of cross-trading

to performance before 2004 may erroneously overstate the importance of skill in explaining

risk-adjusted returns, in particular during downturns. By contrast, papers on performance

reallocation within fund conglomerates are likely to overstate the importance of cross-trading

post-2004.
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Figure 1: Brokers and Commissions

Panel (a) reports the percentage of cross-trades/open market trades for which no commissions are paid.
Panel (b) reports the percentage of cross-trades/open market trades for which no broker is used or no broker
information is disclosed to ANcerno. Cross-trades are identified as indicated in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2: Execution Spread over Time for Open Market Trades and Cross-Trades

This figure shows the three-month moving average of the execution spread of cross-trades and open market
trades for the period from October 2002 to October 2006. Cross-trades are identified as indicated in Section
2.2. The execution spread is the absolute value of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the
benchmark price at the time of execution. The vertical line marks October 2004, which is the date when
rules 38a-1 and 206(4)-7 and the amendments to rule 204-2 were implemented.
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Table 1: Trade Characteristics by Venue

This table provides summary statistics for our sample of cross-trades and open market trades. Cross-trades
are defined in the full ANcerno database as trades that have at least one mirror trade coming from the same
fund family provided that the trade occurs in the same stock, same quantity, same price, on the same day and
at the same time, but is in the opposite trading direction. All other trades are defined as open market trades.
Our final sample is obtained by extracting a 1% random sample of trades without replacement from the full
ANcerno database after cross-trades have been identified. The Execution Spread (ES) is the absolute value
of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price at the time of execution. Trade
Size In Shares is the number of traded shares, Trade Size In Dollars is the size of the trade in dollars, Stock
Illiquidity is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock Market Cap. (in millions) is the stock market capitalization
in millions; Stock Volatility is the standard deviation of daily stock returns during the month, Commission
(per share) is the commission paid for each share traded, and Commission (per dollar) is the commission
paid for each dollar traded. Column (1) reports average values for cross-trades, Column (2) reports average
values for open market trades, and Column (3) reports the difference between cross-trades and open market
trades. The values in parentheses are t-statistics for a two-sided test assessing whether the difference between
cross-trades and open market trades is statistically different from zero.

Cross-Trades Open Market Cross-Trades – Open
Trades Market Trades

(1) (2) (3)

Execution Spread (ES) 0.0085 0.0065 0.0020
(16.23)

Stock Illiquidity 0.0030 0.0047 -0.0017
(-8.32)

Stock Market Cap. (in millions) 29,356 24,748 4,607
(7.46)

Stock Volatility 0.0296 0.0269 0.0026
(10.92)

Trade Size In Shares 17,325 7,000 10,324
(22.59)

Trade Size In Dollars 588,789 212,387 376,401
(28.02)

Commission (per share) 0.0016 0.0245 -0.0229
(-69.39)

Commission (per dollar) 0.0001 0.0011 -0.0011
(-8.04)

Observations 7,362 957,966 965,328
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Table 2: The Pricing of Cross-Trades

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT. ES is the absolute
value of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price at the time of execution.
CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market. Trade Size is
the log of the number of traded shares, Stock Illiquidity is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock Market Cap.
is the log market capitalization of the stock (in millions), and Stock Volatility is the standard deviation of
daily stock returns during the month. Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn from ANcerno without
replacement, after having identified cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are clustered at the time
level. The fixed effects included are specified at the bottom of the table. The constant is included in all
specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively.

Execution Spread (ES)

(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0019*** 0.0018*** 0.0031***
(5.44) (5.26) (8.49)

Trade Size 0.0002*** 0.0001***
(10.11) (6.37)

Stock Illiquidity 0.0128***
(4.93)

Stock Market Cap. -0.0001
(-1.15)

Stock Volatility 0.1219***
(20.24)

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Stock × Family × Time Effects No No Yes
Observations 965,328 965,328 965,328
R2 0.208 0.238 0.561
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Table 3: The Influence of Monitoring on Cross-Trade Pricing

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT and CT interacted
with a post regulation dummy. ES is the absolute value of the percentage deviation of the execution price
from the benchmark price at the time of execution. CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a
trade is executed on the open market. Post Regulation equals one for trades executed from October 1st 2004
onwards and equals zero for trades executed before. Trade Size is the log of the number of traded shares,
Stock Illiquidity is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock Market Cap. is the log market capitalization of the
stock (in millions), and Stock Volatility is the standard deviation of daily stock returns during the month.
Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn from ANcerno without replacement, after having identified
cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are clustered at the time level. The fixed effects included are
specified at the bottom of the table. The constant is included in all specifications but the coefficient is not
reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Execution Spread (ES)

(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0048*** 0.0045*** 0.0053***
(15.82) (15.51) (14.55)

CT × Post Regulation -0.0061*** -0.0058*** -0.0062***
(-15.81) (-15.81) (-14.70)

Trade Size 0.0002*** 0.0001***
(9.96) (6.23)

Stock Illiquidity 0.0129***
(4.94)

Stock Market Cap. -0.0001
(-1.26)

Stock Volatility 0.1218***
(20.24)

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Stock × Family × Time Effects No No Yes
Observations 965,328 965,328 965,328
R2 0.208 0.239 0.561
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Table 4: The Influence of Market States on Cross-Trade Pricing

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT and CT interacted with market conditions. Coefficients in
Columns (1) to (4) are estimated on the pre-regulation sample (before October 1st 2004), and Columns (5) to (8) are estimated on the post-regulation
sample (after October 1st 2004). ES is the absolute value of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price at the time of
execution. CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market. Market Downturn equals one if the cumulative
market return in the past three months was below -5%. VIX is the monthly Volatility Index, NBER Recession equals one during recessions and equals
zero otherwise, and Uncertainty is the macroeconomic uncertainty index from Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015). Observations are 1% of trades
randomly drawn from ANcerno without replacement, after having identified cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are clustered at the time level.
We include time× stock× f amily fixed effects. The constant is included in all specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Execution Spread (ES)
Pre-Regulation Post-Regulation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

CT × Market Downturn 0.0018*** -0.0016***
(2.78) (-3.11)

CT × VIX 0.0002*** -0.0001***
(3.64) (-3.22)

CT × NBER Recession 0.0016** -0.0015***
(2.07) (-3.04)

CT × Uncertainty 0.0155** -0.0053***
(2.26) (-3.44)

CT 0.0049*** 0.0014 0.0051*** -0.0052 -0.0006** 0.0003 -0.0006** 0.0030**
(11.00) (1.24) (12.77) (-1.08) (-2.48) (0.71) (-2.27) (2.56)

Trade Size 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001***
(2.87) (2.84) (2.89) (2.87) (5.62) (5.62) (5.61) (5.62)

Stock × Family × Time Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 326,418 326,418 326,418 326,418 639,385 639,385 639,385 639,385
R2 0.544 0.544 0.544 0.544 0.550 0.550 0.550 0.550
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Table 5: The Influence of Monitoring on Fund Performance

This table reports estimates using fund level data obtained by regressing monthly fund performance on
Treatment and Treatment interacted with fund characteristics. Treatment equals one if the trading date is
on or after October 2004 and the fund family cross-trades internally before October 2004. Excess Return
is the fund return minus the risk-free rate, CAPM Alpha is the one-factor alpha (Jensen (1968)), 3-factor
Alpha is the Fama and French alpha (Fama and French (1993)), and 4-factor Alpha is the four-factor alpha
(Carhart (1997)). Fund characteristics are Young, High-Fees, Past Outperformer, and Persistent Distress.
Young equals one if a fund has less than one year of history. High Fees equals one if a fund charges fees in
the top decile of its fund family. Past Outperformer equals one if a fund ranks in the top decile of cumulative
risk-adjusted performance in the previous three months. Persistent Distress equals one if a fund experienced
net outflows in the past 12 months. Past Returns is the raw fund performance in the previous month. Size
is the log of fund dollar assets under management at the beginning of the month. Errors are clustered at the
family level. Family and time fixed effects are included in all specifications. The constant is included in all
specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively.

Excess Return CAPM Alpha 3-factor Alpha 4-factor Alpha
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treatment × Young -0.0075*** -0.0068*** -0.0035** -0.0038**
(-3.80) (-3.83) (-2.07) (-2.42)

Treatment × High Fees -0.0007 -0.0010* -0.0002 -0.0003
(-1.47) (-1.92) (-0.39) (-0.57)

Treatment × Past Outperformer -0.0022** -0.0025*** -0.0009 -0.0011**
(-2.41) (-2.95) (-1.62) (-2.05)

Treatment × Persistent Distress 0.0005 0.0006 0.0009*** 0.0007**
(0.96) (1.52) (2.66) (2.17)

Young 0.0023 0.0018 0.0016 0.0013
(1.51) (1.40) (1.55) (1.23)

High Fees -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0005
(-0.07) (0.01) (-1.02) (-1.36)

Past Outperformer 0.0023*** 0.0037*** 0.0028*** 0.0029***
(2.95) (5.14) (5.63) (6.19)

Persistent Distress -0.0009 -0.0013*** -0.0013*** -0.0013***
(-1.61) (-2.76) (-3.98) (-3.98)

Treatment 0.0005 0.0002 -0.0001 0.0000
(0.79) (0.25) (-0.15) (0.08)

Past Return 0.0606*** 0.0165** 0.0315*** 0.0282***
(7.55) (2.60) (6.13) (5.67)

Size -0.0004*** -0.0003*** -0.0001** -0.0001**
(-7.57) (-6.05) (-2.09) (-2.52)

Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 112,166 112,166 112,166 112,166
R-squared 0.639 0.068 0.068 0.072
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Table 6: Are Cross-Trades Backdated?

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing Highest/lowest price of the day on
CT. Highest/lowest price of the day equals one if a trade is executed either at the highest or the lowest price
of the day. CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market. Trade
Size is the log of the number of traded shares, Stock Illiquidity is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock Market
Cap. is the log market capitalization of the stock (in millions), and Stock Volatility is the standard deviation
of daily stock returns during the month. Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn from ANcerno
without replacement, after having identified cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are clustered at the
time level. The fixed effects included are specified at the bottom of the table. The constant is included in
all specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively.

Highest/lowest price of the day
(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0144*** 0.0159*** 0.0120***
(6.06) (6.71) (4.04)

Trade Size -0.0019*** -0.0013***
(-20.82) (-12.94)

Stock Illiquidity 0.6229***
(14.28)

Stock Market Cap. -0.0069***
(-13.10)

Stock Volatility -0.1393***
(-6.72)

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Stock × Family × Time Effects No No Yes
Observations 965,328 965,328 965,328
R2 0.057 0.062 0.430
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Table 7: Alternative Benchmarks

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT. ES is the absolute
value of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the same day’s VWAP (Column 1), the same
day’s closing price (Column 2), and the average between the lowest and highest price of the day (Column 3),
respectively. CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market.
Trade Size is the log of the number of traded shares Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn from
ANcerno without replacement, after having identified cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are clustered
at the time level. We include time× stock× f amily fixed effects. The constant is included in all specifications
but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively.

Execution Spread (ES)

Benchmark: VWAP Closing Price Average highest/lowest
(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0021*** 0.0013*** 0.0017***
(10.80) (5.04) (8.20)

Trade Size -0.0002*** -0.0001*** -0.0001***
(-19.22) (-5.89) (-8.86)

Stock × Family × Time Effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 965,326 965,326 965,326
R-squared 0.563 0.579 0.601
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Table 8: Robustness Tests

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT. ES is the absolute
value of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price at the time of execution.
CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market. Trade Size is
the log of the number of traded shares. Column (1) includes only trades for which the trade size is equal
to the order size, Column (2) includes as control variables trade size, trade size squared, log trade size, and
log trade size squared, Column (3) includes only buy-side trades, Column (4) includes only sell-side trades,
Column (5) includes only trades that provide liquidity (Short f all > 0), Column (6) includes only trades that
do not provide liquidity (Short f all ≤ 0), Column (7) includes Stock×Family×Day fixed effects, Column (8)
includes Client fixed effects (variable Clientcode in ANcerno). Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn
from ANcerno without replacement, after having identified cross-trades on the whole database. Errors are
clustered at the time level. The fixed effects included are specified at the bottom of the table. The constant
is included in all specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Execution Spread (ES)

Trade=Order Trade Size Only Buys Only Sells
(1) (2) (3) (4)

CT 0.0037*** 0.0031*** 0.0027*** 0.0038***
(5.58) (8.42) (6.06) (7.91)

Trade Size -0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0000
(-4.45) (3.16) (0.78)

Squared (Log) Trade Size 0.0000***
(6.11)

#Shares 0.0000*
(1.81)

Squared #Shares -0.0000
(-1.04)

Stock × Family × Time Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 262,021 965,328 522,253 443,075
R2 0.525 0.561 0.571 0.594

Execution Spread (ES)

Liq. Provided Liq. Consumed Day-stock-family FEs Client FEs
(5) (6) (7) (8)

CT 0.0033*** 0.0033*** 0.0028*** 0.0032***
(6.36) (7.54) (5.04) (8.60)

Trade Size 0.0000 0.0001*** 0.0000 0.0001***
(0.74) (5.14) (1.01) (6.28)

Stock × Family × Time Effects Yes Yes No Yes
Stock × Family × Day Effects No No Yes No
Client Effects No No No Yes
Observations 412,679 552,649 965,328 965,328
R2 0.623 0.615 0.854 0.564
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Table 9: Definition of the Variables

Variable Definition

Trade-level variables
Broker Identifier Broker identifier sent to ANcerno
Commissions (per dollar) The commissions paid for each dollar traded
Commissions (per share) The commissions paid for each share traded
CT Indicator if a trade is a cross-trade
Execution Spread (ES) The absolute percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price at execution
Post Regulation Indicator if a trade is executed on or after October 1st, 2004
Stock Illiquidity The Amihud illiquidity ratio
Stock Market Cap. Log of market capitalization
Stock Volatility The standard deviation of daily stock returns during the month
Trade Size (in shares) The (log) number of traded shares
VWAP Volume-weighted average price of the day
Implementation Shortfall The (signed) percentage deviation of the execution price from the price at placement

Market state variables
Market Downturn Indicator if the cumulative market return in a three-month interval (from t−2 to t) was below -5%
NBER Recession Monthly recession indicator
Uncertainty Macroeconomic uncertainty index from Jurado, Ludvigson, and Ng (2015)
VIX Monthly volatility index from the CBOE

Fund-level variables
Persistent Distress Indicator if a fund experiences net outflows in the last 12 months
High Fees Indicator if a fund charges fees in the top decile of its fund family
Past Outperformer Indicator if a fund’s cumulative 4-factor alpha over the past 3 months is in the top decile
Past Returns Raw fund performance in the previous month
Size Log of fund dollar assets under management at the beginning of the month
Treatment Indicator if the trading date is on or after October 2004 and the fund family cross-traded before October 2004
Young Indicator if a fund’s age is less than one year
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Online Appendix

A ANcerno data

This section of the appendix provides a detailed description of the ANcerno database and of

how we link it to other data sources. The sample consists of institutional transaction-level

data directly submitted by ANcerno’s clients. The data are submitted in batches that include

all trades executed by a client during the interval of time covered by the batch. The exact

length covered by each batch, however, is not predefined and can range from a few trading

days to several months of trades.

A large variety of clients rely on ANcerno’s monitoring services. The dataset includes

transactions reported by several of the main mutual fund families domiciled in the United

States, a small number of hedge funds, and several pension plan sponsors. For comparability

reasons, we limit our analysis to mutual funds.

A client from ANcerno’s perspective is any entity that submits trades, which generally

consists of an individual mutual fund, a group of funds, or a fund manager. ANcerno assigns

unique codes to the clients (variable clientcode) and the corresponding institution as reported

by the client (variable clientmgrcode). However, the exact identity of the client is always

anonymized.

For a limited period of time, ANcerno also provided a file (“MasterManagerXref”) includ-

ing the list of the overarching institutions to which the individual clients were affiliated (i.e.,

the fund families in the case of mutual funds). This additional file includes the name of the

institution (variable manager), e.g., PIMCO, and a number identifying the institution (vari-

able managercode), e.g., 10. We match this file to another file (“ManagerXref”) that includes

both the numbers identifying the institutions (variable managercode) and the client codes

(variable clientcode). In this way, we are able to match the main institution name with the

original ANcerno trade data via client codes (as the variables clientcode and clientmgrcode
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are included both in the “ManagerXref” file and in the main ANcerno file)—see Figure AI.

Similarly, we link broker identifiers to trades using a fourth file obtained by ANcerno,

which is called “BrokerXref.” The main variables that we use from the ANcerno database

are reported in Table AI. Stock characteristics are obtained from CRSP and are matched to

ANcerno via CUSIP.

Our fund-level analysis also involves mutual fund characteristics. To obtain fund-level

variables, we merge our ANcerno data with the CRSP Survivor Bias Free U.S. Mutual Fund

Database. We also match the sample of fund-level variables with the S12 Thomson Financial

database via the MFLinks tables provided by WRDS. We use the S12type5 table provided

by WRDS to map fund families (SEC 13F filings) to mutual funds. See Figure A2 for the

detailed mapping scheme. The described method also ensures that we retain only mutual

fund families in our sample. Finally, we put together ANcerno trades and fund-family level

characteristics by manually matching fund family names from both datasets (i.e., the variable

manager in ANcerno and mgrco in the S12 database).

B Cross-trades and commissions

Our previous sections show that cross-trade prices deviate more from the benchmark than

do open market trades (we estimate a marginal effect of cross-trades on Execution Spread of

0.31%) and likely reallocate performance among trading counterparties. Yet, we also show

that commissions are paid on less than 10% of cross-trades, compared to 80% of open market

trades (see Figure 1). This raises the question of whether the difference in execution spreads

is negligible after taking commissions into account. To answer this question we replicate our

analysis adding percentage commissions to the execution spread. Importantly though, from

a regulatory standpoint the size of the commissions should not matter for determining the

fair price of cross-trades. Results reported in Table AII show that cross-trades still exhibit

a 0.23% higher execution spread than open market trades a f ter commissions are taken into

account.
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Main ANcerno trades database 
 
clientcode (ANcerno’s unique client identifier) 
clientmgrcode (as reported by the client) 
clientbkrcode  (as reported by the client) 
 

MasterManagerXref file 
 
managercode (unique asset manager 
identifier by ANcerno) 
manager (unique asset manager name) 

ManagerXref file 
 
clientcode 
clientmgrcode 
managercode  
reportedmanager (asset manager name as 
reported by the client) 

 on managercode 
	

BrokerXref file 
 
clientcode 
clientbkrcode  
broker (unique broker identifier in ANcerno) 
brokername  

Figure AI: Mapping names of institutions to ANcerno trades.
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Thomson Reuters S12 Mutual Fund Holdings 
 
 
fundno (S12 numerical fund identifier) 
 

Thomson Reuters 13F filings 
 
 
mgrcocd (asset manager numerical identifier) 
mgrco (asset manager name) 

“S12TYPE5” table 
 

mgrcocd 
fundno 

 

on	mgrcocd	 on	fundno	

WRDS “MFLINKS” table 
 
wficn code 
crsp_fundno from CRSP 
fundno from S12 

 

CRSP US Mutual Fund database 
 
 
crsp_fundno (CRSP numerical fund identifier) 
 

on	fundno	

on	crsp_fundno	

Figure AII: Mapping names of institutions to individual mutual funds in CRSP.
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Table AI: ANcerno Variables

This table describes the ANcerno variables we use in the paper.

Ancerno Variables Description Source File
Client/Family/Broker Identification Variables

clientcode unique client identifier by Ancerno Main trades dataset
clientmgrcode trading investment manager code as reported by the client Main trades dataset
clientbkrcode code of the broker executing the trade as reported by the client Main trades dataset
managercode unique trading investment manager code attributed by Ancerno ManagerXref file
manager unique investment manager name by Ancerno MasterManagerXref file
broker unique numeric broker identifier by Ancerno BrokerXref file

Trade Identification Variables
tradedate date of the trade Main trades dataset
xdtX execution time Main trades dataset
cusip stock cusip Main trades dataset
Side buy or sell (1 = Buy; -1 = Sell) Main trades dataset
Price price per share Main trades dataset
Volume number of traded shares Main trades dataset
CommissionUSD per trade commission in USD Main trades dataset

Benchmark variables
xpX price at execution time Main trades dataset
dpC close price of the day Main trades dataset
ov total shares of the block Main trades dataset
dpH high of the day Main trades dataset
dpL low of the day Main trades dataset
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Table AII: Including Commissions

This table reports estimates using trade-level data obtained by regressing ES on CT. ES is the absolute value
of the percentage deviation of the execution price from the benchmark price plus the percentage commission
per dollar of trade. CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed in the open
market. Trade Size is the log share size of the trade, Stock Illiquidity is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock
Market Cap. is the log market capitalization of the stock, and Stock Volatility is the standard deviation of
daily stock returns during the month. Observations are 1% of trades randomly drawn from ANcerno without
replacement. Errors are clustered at the time level. The fixed effects included are specified at the bottom of
the table. The constant is included in all specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Execution Spread (ES) + Commissions

(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0011*** 0.0010*** 0.0023***
(3.26) (3.04) (6.47)

Trade Size 0.0002*** 0.0001***
(15.69) (10.57)

Stock Illiquidity 0.0330***
(11.98)

Stock Market Cap. -0.0009***
(-12.40)

Stock Volatility 0.1276***
(19.97)

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Stock × Family × Time Effects No No Yes
Observations 965,328 965,328 965,328
R2 0.238 0.274 0.586
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Table AIII: Average Execution Spread per Day

This table reports estimates using trade-level data aggregated at the daily level. Daily ES is the volume
weighted average ES of all trades within the same family, stock, day, venue (open market vs. cross-trade).
CT equals one if a trade is a cross-trade and zero if a trade is executed on the open market. Stock Illiquidity
is the Amihud illiquidity ratio, Stock Market Cap. is the log market capitalization of the stock (in millions),
and Stock Volatility is the standard deviation of daily stock returns during the month. Observations are 1%
of trades randomly drawn from ANcerno without replacement and aggregated at the daily level. Errors are
clustered at the daily level. The fixed effects included are specified at the bottom of the table. The constant
is included in all specifications but the coefficient is not reported. ***, **, * indicate statistical significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Daily Execution Spread (Daily ES)

(1) (2) (3)

CT 0.0021*** 0.0016*** 0.0030***
(9.74) (4.61) (5.82)

Stock Illiquidity 0.0105***
(3.99)

Stock Market Cap. 0.0000
(0.03)

Stock Volatility 0.1246***
(19.27)

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Family Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Day Fixed Effects Yes Yes No
Stock × Family × Day Effects No No Yes
Observations 795,885 795,885 795,885
R2 0.236 0.258 0.721
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